DESIGNER

Jim Deen

Kitchen Kraft
871 S. High St.
Columbus, OH 43206
614.449.7200
SPECIAL FEATURES

Coffered ceiling
with beams, doublelaminated island
countertop, fully
integrated paneled
appliances, two
dishwashers, integrated
TV, walk-in pantry
DIMENSIONS

18’ x 30’ kitchen
6’ x 8’ walk-in pantry
PRODUCTS USED

Cabinetry: Grabill

For these designer-homeowners, the blank slate
presented to them by their new-construction build was the
perfect opportunity to design their dream kitchen for their
bustling family of five. With no plans to ever move again,
the stakes for getting it right the first time were high, and
the planning stages took six months alone.
Throughout the planning stages, the size of the kitchen
was increased to accommodate the needs of two chefs
working side by side as well as everyday meals for the large
family. Entertaining the extended family was also taken into
consideration. With years’ design experience at their disposal,
the homeowners chose a classical theme to be carried
throughout rest of the home for a light and open feel.
Custom features such as the Grabill cabinets abound
in the finished space. Most of the manufactured pieces are
reminiscent of furniture in respect to engineering, quality,
fit, and finishing. Seaming pieces together
for a continuous look and having corbels
and columns already attached at the
factory prior to finishing prevented the
kitchen from looking pieced together. The
ceiling was custom coffered with beams
to line up perfectly with the island, so the
chandeliers could provide the ideal amount
of light when working. It’s all in the
details! Learn more about this designer
at www.kitchenkraftinc.com. «
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Beverage Drawers:

U-Line
Dishwashers: Thermador
Coffee Machine: Miele
Lighting: LED cans and

undercabinet, Maxim
chandeliers in Polished
Nickel
Wallcovering: Sherwin
Williams Mindful Gray
Backsplash: Rue Pierre
Blanc Antique
Hardware: Schaub
Empire Collection in
Polished Nickel
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A Blank Slate

custom beaded inset
Flooring: Hallmark
Historic French White
Oak
Countertops: Super
White granite
Sink(s): Rohl Shaws Fire
Clay
Faucet(s): Rohl
Pot Filler: Brizo
Range Top: Thermador
Ovens: Thermador
double ovens
Hood: Thermador insert
Refrigerator: Thermador
30-inch refrigerator and
30-inch freezer

